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The purpose of this department is to give sufficient information about the subject matter of 
each publication to enable users to decide whether to read it. It is our intention to cover all 
books, articles, and other materials in the field. 
Books for abstracting and eventual review should be sent to this department. Materials 
should be sent to Prof. David E. Zitarelli, Department of Mathematics, Temple University, 
Philadelphia PA 19122, USA. 
Readers are invited to send reprints, autoabstracts, corrections, additions, and notices of 
publications that have been overlooked. Be sure to include complete bibliographic informa- 
tion, as well as transliteration and translation for non-European languages. We need volun- 
teers willing to cover one or more journals for this department. 
Readers interested in receiving a computer-readable version of the abstracts, beginning 
with #11.3.1, are invited to write to the Abstracts Editor. 
In order to facilitate reference and indexing, entries are given abstract numbers which 
appear at the end following the symbol #. A triple numbering system is used: the first 
number indicates the volume, the second the issue number, and the third the sequential 
number within that issue. For example, the abstracts for Volume 12, Number 1, are num- 
bered: 12.1.1, 12.1.2, 12.1.3, etc. 
For reviews and abstracts published in Volumes 1 through 13 there is an author index in 
Volume 13, Number 4, and a subject index in Volume 14, Number 1. 
The initials in parentheses at the end of an entry indicate the abstractor. In this issue there 
are abstracts by Albert C. Lewis (Hamilton), Ivor Grattan-Guinness (Middlesex), Nobuo 
Miura (Saitama), and David E. Zitarelli. 
ALMKVIST,GERT, AND BERNDT, BRUCE. 1988. Gauss, Landen, Ramanujan, the arithmetic-geo- 
metric mean, ellipses, n, and the Ladies diary. The American Mathematical Monthly 95 (August- 
September), 585-608. Includes a brief biography of the English mathematician JOHN LANDEN (1719- 
1798), listing his posed and solved problems in the Ladies Diary. (DEZ) #16.1.1 
ANON. 1988. Colloque “CONDORCET." HM 15, 149-15 1. Announcement of meeting in Paris, June 
8-l 1, 1988. (DEZ) #16.1.2 
ANON. 1988. First Seminar on the Scientific Tradition of Brescia. HM 15, 164. ITALY. TERZI. 
BORGONDIO. BOSCOVICH. Held in October 1987. (DEZ) #16.1.3 
ANON. 1988. France-Italian Colloquy Ars Analytica. HM 15, 170-171. Report of a meeting held 
September 28-October 2, 1987. (DEZ) #16.1.4 
ANON. 1988. 2nd School of ALL POLAND of the History of Mathematics. HM 15, 151-152. List of 
lectures and titles of talks held May 25-29, 1987. 19th century. (DEZ) #16.1.5 
AUBERT, K. E. 1988. A report from the Selberg Symposium. The Mathematical Intelligencer 10, 
Number 3, 46-47. Held in June 1987 in Oslo. Photos of E. BOMBIERI, G. A. MARGULIS, ATLE 
SELBERG, and ANDRE? WEIL. (DEZ) #16.1.6 
BERNDT, BRUCE, C. See #16.1.1. 
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BERNDT, BRUCE C. 1988. Ramanujan- 100 years old (fashioned) or 100 years new (fangled)? The 
Mathematical Zntelligencer 10, Number 3,24-29. An account of RAMANUJAN’S life, work, influence, 
and reputation. (DEZ) #16.1.7 
BOWEN, ALAN C. 1988. Neugebauer’s microform index of the exact sciences. HM 15, 148. Avail- 
ability of microfilm and microfiche versions of NEUGEBAUER’S collection of more than 26,000 file 
cards. (DEZ) #16.1.8 
BRUTER, C. P. 1987. De l’lntuition h lu controverse: Essai sur quelques controverses entre muthe- 
muticiens. Paris: Albert Blanchard. 168 pp. Paperbound 92 Fr. Historical topics in topology and 
analysis are viewed through controversies between mathematicians, DESCARTES and FERMAT (on 
space), PONCELET and CAUCHY (on continuity), LEIBNIZ and EULER (on the nature of negative loga- 
rithms), BOREL and LEBESGUE, and DIEUDONN~ and the anti-BOURBAKIS. (ACL) #16.1.9 
CANNELL, D. M. 1988. George Green: Miller und mathemuticiun, 1793-1841. Nottingham: City of 
Nottingham Arts Department. 80 pp. Pleasantly written personal biography of GREEN, incorporating 
new information about his life and career. Written by a local historian who has been active with others 
in restoring Green’s mill in Nottingham into full working order, with an attached museum. (IGG) 
#16.1.10 
CHACE, A. 8. 1985. Japanese translation of the Rhind 
Asakurashoten. Translated by Kaoru Yoshinari. (NM) 
rnuthernaticul pwyrus, 2 vols . Tokyo: 
#16.1.11 
DIJKSTERHUIS, E. J. 1987. Archimedes. Princeton, NJ: Princeton Univ. Press. 457 pp. Paperbound 
$15.00. First published in 1956, this is a translation of work done in Dutch in 1938. It is an exposition of 
ARCHIMEDES’ work, which Dijksterhuis described as between the modern treatment of T. L. Heath 
and the literal treatment of P. Ver Eecke. Pages 419-451 contain “A guide to recent studies” by 
Wilbur R. Knorr. (ACL) #16.1.12 
DUDLEY, UNDERWOOD. 1987. A budget of trisections. New York/Berlin/Heidelberg: Springer- 
Verlag. xv + 159 pp. Illustrated. Hardbound $29.80. Inspired by De Morgan’s Budget of paradoxes, 
the author attempts “to put an end to TRISECTIONS and trisectors.” He recounts his interviews with 
several trisectors, gives numerous examples of 20th-century attempts (accounting for most of the 132 
illustrations in the book), and concludes: “This ends the Budget of Trisections. Reader, do not add to 
it.” (ACL) #16.1.13 
FIELD, J. V. 1988. Kepler’s geometricul cosmology. Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press. xx + 243 pp. 
Illustrated. Hardbound $37.50. Based on the author’s Ph.D. thesis, this examines KEPLER’S attempt to 
explain the structure of the universe as a whole and thus goes beyond “Kepler’s Laws,” which are 
usually treated apart from Kepler’s cosmology. The story involves astronomy and geometry, as well as 
music and theology. (ACL) #16.1.14 
GRATTAN-GUINNESS, IVOR. 1988. MATHEMATICS, MECHANICS, and ASTRONOMY. ffM 15,165-170. 
Report of a meeting held September 17-20, 1987. Centers on works surrounding NEWTON, LA- 
GRANGE, and POINCARI? (DEZ) #16.1.15 
HAYASHI, TAKAO. 1987. Ritual application of mensuration rules in INDIA: An edition of Ganesa’s 
Kundasiddhyudahrti with mathematical commentary. Kokuritsu Minzokugakuhakubutsukan Ken- 
kyuhokoku (Research Report of the National Museum of Ethnology), Vol. 12, pp. 199-224. [in 
Japanese] (NM) #16.1.16 
HAYASHI, TAKAO. 1987. The unknown yu in the Bakhshali manuscript. Journal of Indian and 
Buddhist Studies 36, 441-445. [in Japanese] (NM) #16.1.17 
HAYASHI, TAKAO. 1988. Magic squares in Indian medical works. The Science and Engineering 
Review of Doshishu University 28, 23 l-243. [in Japanese] (NM) #16.1.18 
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HAYASHI, TAKAO. 1988. Mind reading-a mathematical game of medieval INDIA. SUGAKUSHI 
lyENKYU, Number 116,9-23. [in Japanese] (NM) #16.1.19 
HOMANN, FREDERICK, A. 1979. Euclid’s Elements and philosophical development. Dionysius 3 
(December), 39-61. After a discussion of the sources of the ELEMENTS, the 13 books are described. 
There follows an examination of the deductive method from EUCLID to G~DEL, including the work of 
BOSCOVICH. and with the ramifications three Jesuits, CLAVIUS, SACCHERI, and 
of parallels for PHILOSOPHY. (DEZ) 
ending of the problem 
#16.1.20 
HOMANN, FREDERICK A. 1980. Christopher Clavius and the isoperimetric problem. Archiuum His- 
toricum Societutis Iesu 49, 245-254. A study of CLAVIUS (1537?-1612) qua mathematician. Though 
his contributions to algebra, logarithms, and decimal point usage have been documented, this work 
concentrates on his treatment of some isoperimetric (i.e., same perimeter) problems. His sources were 
ZENODORUS and PAPPUS. His texts influenced GALILEO and DESCARTES. (DEZ) #16.1.21 
HOMANN, FREDERICK A. 1983. Christopher Clavius and the renaissance of Euclidean geometry. 
Archivum Historicurn Societatis Iesu 52, 233-246. Examines three works on the Elements, from the 
period 1570-1574, which played a critical role in the restoration of EUCLID. Besides the geometry of 
CLAVIUS (1538?-1612), the works on geometry by JOHN DEE and FEDERICO COMMANDINO are dis- 
cussed. (DEZ) #16.1.22 
IGARASHI, MASAO. 1987. Numerical solutions of algebraic equations given by VIETA, RAPHSON, 
and the NEWTON-RAPHSON method. KAGAKUSHI KENKYU 26, 214-221. [in Japanese] (NM) 
# 16. I .23 
ITAKURA, KIYONOBU. See #16.1.41. 
ITAKURA, KIYONOBU. 1987. On Sawada Goichi. A chapter from KIYONOBU ITAKURA, Eccen- 
tric Scientists. Tokyo: Kasetsusha [in Japanese]. SAWADA is the author of the Discourse on the history 
ofJapanese mathematics (1928), written in Japanese. (NM) #16.1.24 
ITO, SHUNTARO (Ed.) 1987. Medieval mathematics (History of Mathematics, Vol. 2). Tokyo: 
Kyoritsu-shuppan. vii + 671 pp. + 25 pp. Bibliography [in Japanese]. Contains partial translations 
from Latin, Arabic, Sanscrit, and Chinese sources, with some explanations. Horizon of comparative- 
historical studies of mathematics (Shuntaro Ito). Tradition of Euclid’s Elements in the Middle Ages 
(Nobuo Miura). Tradition of Archimedean works (Toru Sato). Japanese translation of Adelard’s intro- 
duction to Euclid’s Elements (Ken’ichi Takahashi). Translation of part of the Opus Mujus of ROGER 
BACON (Ken’ichi Takahashi). Translation of part of the Algorithmus vulgaris of SACROBOSCO (Nobuo 
Miura). Translations of parts of the works on proportion from CAMPANUS’ version of the Elements, 
BRADWARDINE’S Tructutus de proportionibus velocitutum in motibus, and ORESME’S De proportioni- 
bus proportionum (Ken’ichi Takahashi). Arabic method of calculation and the translation of part of 
Talkhis A’mdl al-ljiisub of IBN AL-BANNA (Nobuo Miura). Translation of part of Al-jubr wu’l muqa- 
balah of al-Khowarizimi (Takanori Suzuki). Arabic trigonometry (Takanori Suzuki). Partial translation 
of Brcfhmusphufasiddhanta of BRAHMAS GUPTA (Takanori Kusuba). Buaganitu of BHASKARA 
(Takao Hayashi). Indian trigonometry (Michio Yano). Chinese mathematics (Hideki Kawahara). 
(NM) #16.1.25 
KANGSHENG, SHEN. 1988. Mutual-subtraction algorithm and its applications in ancient CHINA. 
HM 15, 135-147. Contrast of the mutual-subtraction method with the Euclidean-algorithm. Uses of the 
mutual-subtraction method in reducing fractions, approximating IT, and solving congruence problems. 
CD=) #16.1.26 
KNAPP, H. G. 1988. Zahl als Zeichen-Zur “Technisierung” der Arithmetik im Mittelalter. HA4 15, 
114-134. NUMBER as sign-on the “technologization” of ARITHMETIC in the MIDDLE AGES. 
WL) #16.1.27 
KNORR. WILBUR R. See 16.1.12. 
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KOBAYASHI, TATSUHIKO, AND TANAKA, KAORU. 1985. On the study of conic sections in KOWA 
SEKI (especially a comparison between KyQseki and Ts’C-Liang-Ch’iian’Yi). KAGAKUSHZ KENKYU 
24, 149-154. [in Japanese] (NM) #16.1.28 
KURODA, TAKAO. 1986. Mathematics in civilization. Tokyo: Sanseido. 283 pp. [in Japanese] (NM) 
#16.1.29 
LEVEQUE, WILLIAM J. 1988. The AMS-then, now, and soon. Notices of the American Mathe- 
maticul Society 35,785-789. An account of experiences in the AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY 
by the retiring Executive Secretary. (ACL) #16.1.30 
of the traditional Japanese mathemati- 
#16.1.31 
MICHIWAKI, YOSHIMASA (Ed.). 
ciuns. Tagashippan. 772 pp. [in 
1985. The lives and works 
Japanese] JAPAN (NM) 
MIURA, NOBUO. 1987. Infinity in the Middle Ages. 
ence [in Japanese EUCL .ID, SWINESHEAD. (NM) 
A chapter from (Ed.), History of Sci- 
#16.1.32 
MIURA, NOBUO. 1987. A new horizon of the history of medieval science. SHISO 760, pp. 73-91. 
Medieval attitude toward INFINITY. [in Japanese] (NM) #16.1.33 
MONASTYRSKY, MICHAEL. 1987. Riemann, topology, and physics. Boston/Basel/Stuttgart: 
BirkhBuser. xiii + 158 pp. Illustrated. Hardbound $39.50. Originally published as two separate mono- 
graphs in Russian: A biography of RIEMANN and an account of topological themes in contemporary 
physics. (ACL) #16.1.34 
MUROI, KAZUO. 1986. The Babylonian mathematical text VAT 672. KAGAKUSHZ KENKYU 25, 
151-154. [in Japanese] (NM) #16.1.35 
MUROI, KAZUO. 1986. An interpretation of the Babylonian mathematical text VAT 8522 vs. I. 
KAGAKUSHZ KENKYU 25,261-266. [in Japanese] (NM) #16.1.36 
USHZ KENKYU MUROI, KAZUO. 
Approximation of 
1986. 
roots 
An interpretation of VAT 6598 II. l-4. KAGAK 
in Babylonian mathematics. [in Japanese] (NM) 
25,50-52. 
#16.1.37 
MUROI, KAZUO. 1987. A new interpretation of Babylonian 
KUSHZ KENKYU 26, 103-108. [in Japanese] (NM) 
mathematical text A0 6770. KAGA- 
#16.1.38 
NAGAOKA, KAZUO. 1986. The method of DANIEL BERNOULLI’S deduction on the normal curve. 
KAGAKUSHZ KENKYU 25, 89-90. [in Japanese] (NM) #16.1.39 
NAKAMURA, KOSHIRO, AND SASAKI, CHIKARA. 1987. Dialogue on the history of mathematics. 
Tokyo: Kobundo [in Japanese]. x + 169 pp. + iv. Dialogue of two great Japanese historians of 
mathematics. (NM) #16.1.40 
NAKAMURA, KUNIMITSU, AND ITAKURA, KIYONOBU. 1985. The history of mathematical compre- 
hension of “the Principle of Leverage” in Japan. KAGAKUSHZ KENKYU 24, 129-140. [in Japanese] 
(NM) #16.1.41 
NAKANE, MICHIYO. 1987. W. R. HAMILTON’S description of optical-mechanical systems and char- 
acteristic functions. KAGAKUSHZ KENKYU 26, 222-232. [in Japanese] (NM) #16.1.42 
NEUENSCHWANDER, ERWIN. 1988. A brief report on a number of recently discovered sets of notes 
on Riemann’s lectures and on the transmission of the Riemann Nuchlass. HM 15,101-l 13. An account 
of RIEMANN’S scientific documents located outside Gdttingen, including a history of the Riemann 
Nuchluss. (DEZ) #16.1.43 
PANZA, MARCO. 1988. Le dCbat sur les fondements du calcul diffdrentiel en FRANCE dans la se- 
conde moitiC du XVIIIe siecle: L’hypoth&se rkductionniste et la naissance de l’algtbre opCratoire. HM 
15, 172-173. Announcement of a project. OPERATORS. (DEZ) #16.1.44 
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PURKERT, W. 1988. Tagung zur Geschichte der Mathematik. HM 15, 152-l 64. Report on the 28th 
meeting on the history of mathematics at Oberwolfach, 27 April-2 May 1987. (ACL) #16 1.1.45 
ROZENFELD, BORIS, A. 1988. A history of non-Euclidean geometry: Evolution of the concept of a 
geometric space. New York: Springer-Verlag. ix + 471 pp. Hardbound $89. Translation by Abe 
Shenitzer of the 1976 Russian edition, supplemented by recent accounts that link ancient and later 
ARABIC works, contributions from medieval INDIA, an account of 19th and 20th century PHILOSOPHY, 
and the connections with modern PHYSICS. The bibliography has been updated to 652 items, many of 
which are in Russian. (DEZ) #16.1.46 
SAITO, KEN. 1984. On the compound ratio in EUCLID. KAGAKUSHZ KAGAKUTETSUGAKU 4, 
16-24. [in Japanese] (NM) #16.1.47 
SAITO, KEN. 1987. Greek mathematics and its interpretation-On the Second Book of Euclid’s 
Elements. A chapter from SASAKI (Ed.), History of science [in Japanese]. EUCLID, APOLLONIUS. 
(NW # 16.1.48 
SASAKI, CHIKARA. See #16.1.40. 
SASAKI, CHIKARA. 1987. Formation of an algebgic demonstration, A chapter from CHIKARA SA- 
SAKI (Ed.), History ofscience. Tokyo: Kobundo [in Japanese]. VIZTE, GHETALDI. (NM) #16.1.49 
SASAKI, CHIKARA. 1987. How was the philosophy cogito ergo sum discovered? SHZSO 760, 28- 
72. [in Japanese] (NM) #16.1.50 
SASAKI, CHIKARA. 1987. Vrco’s idea of contemporary sciences-against 
and natural philosophy. SHZSO 752, 87-124. [in Japanese] (NM) 
Cartesian mathematics 
#16.1.51 
SATO, KEN’ICHI. 1988. Journal of a traditional Japanese mathematician. Tokyo: Jijitsushinsha. 
239 pp. [in Japanese]. KAZU YAMAGUCHI, a mathematician of the Edo period, visited many places and 
taught the traditional Japanese mathematics called WASAN. This work is based upon his diary. (NM) 
#16.1.52 
SATO, TORU. 1985. Internal factor of the decline of GREEK mathematics-the method of the appli- 
cation of the areas. SUGAKU SEMINAR 24(6), 50-57. [in Japanese] (NM) #16.1.53 
SATO, TORU. 1987. On ARCHIMEDES’ handling of the volume of a sphere and ellipsoids of revolu- 
tion. KAGAKUSHI KENKYU 26, 193-206. [in Japanese] (NM) #16.1.54 
SHIELDS, ALLEN. 1988. Years ago. The Muthemutical Intelligencer 10, Number 3, 7-l 1. The 
column has two distinct themes. One part provides quotations on RACE and mathematics from Felix 
KLEIN, Henri POINCAR~, G. H. HARDY, and W. BLASCHKE. The other part is a brief account of A. N. 
KOLMOGOROV’S defense of mendelian genetics against the attack of the biologist T. D. LYSENKO. 
(DEZ) #16.1.55 
SHIMODAIRA, KAZUO. 1986. Mathematical sense of the Jupunese people. Tokyo: 
206 pp. [in Japanese]. Concise history of popular mathematics in JAPAN. (NM) 
PHP 
SONODA, TAN. 1986. Nicholas of Cusa and a problem of infinity. A chapter from the book An 
introduction to the studies of Nicholus qf CUSU. Tokyo: Kokubunsha. [in Japanese] (NM) #16.1 .57 
Institute. 
#16.1.56 
SONODA, TAN. 1987. The idea of infinity-Studies on Nicholas of Cusa. Tokyo: Sobunsha [in 
Japanese]. vii + 356 pp. + 7 pp. Bibliography. (NM) #16.1.58 
STERN,MANFRED. 1988. Memorial places of Georg CANTOR in Halle. The Muthemuticul Intelli- 
gencer 10, Number 3, 48-49. Directions to his house. Descriptions of tombstone, lecture hall, marble 
bust, and bronze monument. (DEZ) #16.1.59 
STRUIK, DIRK J. 1987. A concise history of mathemutics. New York: Dover. xii + 228 pp. Illus- 
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trated. Paperbound $7.95. Fourth revised edition, which “incorporates into the text numerous amend- 
ments and corrections, and includes copious additions to the bibliographies.” Also, a new chapter has 
been added on the first half of the 20th century. (ACL) #l&l.60 
TANAKA, KAORU. See # 16.1.28. 
UEMURA, TADAO. 1987. Between mathematics and MEDICINE-VICO and Neapolitan researchers 
of nature. SHISO 752, 59-86. [in Japanese] (NM) #16.1.61 
VONNEUMAN, NICHOLAS, A. 1987. John von Neumann us seen by his brother. Mimeograph avail- 
able from author at P.O. Box 3097, Meadowbrook, PA 19046. 71 pp. $15. A preliminary version of a 
book in progress concerning JOHN VON NEUMANN’S childhood and family influences, with an attempt 
to correct misleading legends and anecdotes. Also included are a family tree, a list of photographs, his 
curriculum vitae, a bibliography of publications evaluating von Neumann’s work, and a bibliography of 
his own works. (ACL) #16.1.62 
WILSON, ROBIN. 1988. Stamp corner. 
PASCAL and RENA DESCARTES. (DEZ) 
The Mathematical Intelligencer 10, Number 3. 70. BLAISE 
#16.1.63 
YAMASHITA, JUN’ICHI. 
(NW 
1986. Requiem to Galois . Kyoto: Gendaisugakusha. 378 pp. [in Japanese] 
#16.1X4 
YOSHIDA, KOSAKU. 1986. Mathematics in the nineteenth century: 1. Analysis. (History of mathe- 
matics, Vol. 9). Tokyo: Kyoritsushuppan. 256 pp. [in Japanese] (NM) #16.1.65 
